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Abstract
In this work, a control system developed under RT-Linux is presented. The system consist of an
experimental platform for time-response analysis and control of a teleoperated system with one degree of
freedom, controlled under diﬀerent strategies and connected by means a computer network. This platform
can be used for testing new strategies for remote control on teleoperated systems. The implementation
core is an RT-linux module that uses the COMEDI library to execute the feedback control tasks interacting
with the data acquisition board. Communication tasks between the RT-Linux controller and the client
graphical user interface (GUI), are based on Java2 and JNI technologies.
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Introduction

In a general way, teleoperation covers all those technologies that allow humans the remote operation
by means two devices: a master device close to the
operator in the local area, and a slave device in
the remote zone. This conﬁguration is specially important in tasks performed in dangerous or hostile
environments ( radioactive products manipulation,
underwater or spatial works, remote surgery, etc.).
The use of tools to transport or manipulate dangerous substances has been very common from the
beginning of the industrial era. But is in the middle of XX century, when the need for manipulation
of radioactive elements leads to the development of
more sophisticate systems for remote operation, and
becomes what it is now called “master-slave systems”, where a device called slave, reproduce the
same movements done of the master device, who is
controlled by a human operator.
The teleoperated systems [1], have been evolving
since their ﬁrst applications in the fourties, where the
teleoperate systems were mechanical systems to manipulate radioactive substances, until the newest sys-

tems, like comercial systems (GRIPS, JPL-PUMA,
...), or submarine, space or medical applications,
where human operator, can “sense” the same forces
than the ones produced in the slave device work
place.
The teleoperated systems are still a science in development. The present work, develops a computer
application who has to be stable, robust, and independent from the operating system, where teleoperated scientists or engineers, can develop or test new
control strategies suitable for teleoperation. This
application had to be capable of running “real-time”
tasks, and to allow supervision and control in a distributed way through a computer network.
The developed application is made of three main
blocks:
• RT-Linux module: this program runs the feedback control tasks interacting with the data
acquisition board. Their functionality consists
of: recovery of data from acquisition board
A/D channels, control action calculation for
the conﬁgured control scheme, and execution
of control actions through the analog output

channels of acquisition board.
• Data server: this program is in charge of the
communication tasks between the RT-Linux
controller and the client graphical user interface (GUI). Therefore, this module receives
conﬁgurations of each experiment from the
client GUI and send them to the RT-Linux
control module. Also, collects the experiment
output data from the control tasks and send
them to the client GUI. This communication
is based in standard sockets library (TCP and
UDP protocols) so it can be accessed from Internet.
• Client graphical user interface: this application
allows the user to conﬁgure the experiment, request its execution, and recover the resultant
experimental data. This software application
has been developed in Java, so it can be executed in any platform with a Java2 virtual
machine.

but not backwards. Therefore, the master generates
reference signals (position or velocity) for the slave
links. We can say that the slave has a control system
similar to an industrial robot, but the references are
generated by the master articulations, instead of a
CPU. The control of the slave side is easier than the
one implemented in most industrial robots, because
in this case, the inverse cinematics and dynamics
calculations are not needed.
The bilateral control (ﬁg.1) appears when we need
haptic1 feedback to the operator. In this case, the
slave forces are reproduced to scale in the master
device, and therefore, to the user hands or arms. In
this type of control, the control signals are ﬂowing in
both directions, from the master to slave, and from
the slave to the master.

The use of RT-Linux [2], [3], as base plataform for
this system, was choosed by this excellent performance as hard real – time operating system, its reliability, stability and, of course, its low cost. Also,
RT-Linux has a installation, conﬁguration and administration less complicated, that other real – time
operating systems based on UNIX.
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Types of control in teleoperation.

Control schemes in teleoperation can be classiﬁed in
two main groups [1]: unilateral control (information
only ﬂows from master to slave devices) and bilateral
control (information ﬂows in both ways). Bilateral
control (more robust and accurate) allows for force
feedback.
The ﬁrst developments of master-slave teleoperated
systems were based on mechanical transmission. The
implemented control was of unilateral type, or also
call direct control. In this type of control doesn’t exist feedback between master and slave devices. And
the master doesn’t have motor drived links.
The name of the unilateral comes from the notion
that the control only has one direction. The slave device can be moved when the master device is moved,
1 Haptic

FIGURE 1: General scheme of a bilateral
control implementation. The figure shows a 1
dof teleoperated system.
Bilateral control can be classiﬁed in several types.
Basically, there are two main types of bilateral control: “position-position” and “position-force”. In the
ﬁrst type, reference signals are the position of the
devices. The master reference is the slave position,
and the slave reference is the master position. That
control scheme is completely symmetrical.
In the “force-position” control type, the slave has
as a reference, the master position. But now, the
master reference is a force signal from the slave
manipulators. Usually this force feedback signal is
atenuated in order to improve the stability of system. This type of control, is an asymmetric scheme.
Due to this, stability problems can arise, but this
method, provide us a better feedback of the slave
state (slave forces).

capacity: Human capacity to feel some information through the sense of the tact, or reaction forces.

To conclude this section, it is worth to comment
the huge number of applications where teleoperated
technology has an important role. In the previous
section, we listed classical applications, like nuclear
industry, submarine or space applications, but the
new developments aren’t less importat. New developments in construction, minery sector, or natural
catastrophes, etc., where dangerous or uncomfortable works for the people, can be made by remote
controlled machines.
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RT – Linux Application.

RT-Linux kernel.

Device control
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Configuration
thread.

Control
thread.

Hardware: Data
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RT-Linux FIFO.

RT-Linux user space.

As it has previous been stated, the objective of this
work is to develop an application under a real – time
operating system, which has to be robust and stable.
RT-Linux complies with this speciﬁcation. Also, this
application must allow supervision and control from
any computer conected to the network of the teleoperated system. Java language has been choosed
as programming tool by its plataform independence,
and network capabilities. The application can be divided in three main blocks: the driver or controller,
written in C under RT-Linux; the user graphical
interface application written in Java; and the data
server, written with C and Java.

FIGURE 2: Scheme with the processes in
the RT-Linux kernel.
COMEDI libraries are used to communicate input
and output channels of the data acquisition board.
“COMEDI” (COntrol MEasure Device Interface),
[8], give an interface to use I/O ports, with measure
devices such data acquisition boards. This interface
is easier and simpler than the Linux I/O interface.
The operation sequence that follows the whole kernel
module installation“init module()” is as follows:
• Start up the mutex variable, to protect the critical section.

3.1

RT – Linux Module

The RT – Linux kernel job, is mainly the control
of the master-slave devices, through the data acquisition board. In order to program the kernel
application the modularity of RT – Linux is used [4],
[5], [6], [7]. In this way, a kernel module implements
the necessary operations to make the control: data
acquisition from physical system, calculations of the
control signal value, and transfer of these values to
the physical system through data acquisition system.
This module is made up of two RT-Linux threads
(ﬁg. 2). These threads starts their execution when
the module has been installed in the kernel, and they
ﬁnish when the module is extracted from the kernel. The obligatory functions “init module()” and
“cleanup module()” intall and extract the module.
Additionally, the module use mutex functions, RTLinux FIFO, and several data structures.

• Start up the data structures and arrays, to
store information.
• Start up the RT-Linux FIFO.
• Launch the thread who manages the device
control operations.
• Launch the thread who manages the kernel
module.
• Return of the function.
When the module is extracted from the kernel, the
function “cleanup module()” undoes the installation
procedure, following the next steps:
• Stop the thread in charge of the control devices.
• Stop the thread who manages the module (internal administration and conﬁguration).
• Clean up the RT-Linux FIFO.

• Close the COMEDI device (“/dev/comedi0”).
• Clean up RT-Linux mutex.
When the control thread is started, it runs the tasks
of data acquisition, calculation the value of the control signals, and sending signals to the physical
master-slave devices through the data acquisition
system.
When this thread is launched, it makes its internal
variables selfconﬁguration and the Comedi functions
initalizations, and after that it starts the control
cycle. This main cycle implements the feedback control of the teleoperated devices, according to the
user conﬁguration. The thread, suspends itself after
every control cycle, until the next clock cycle syncronously linked to the sampled time set by the user.
The results of the experiment, are sent to the server
through a FIFO.
The conﬁguration thread, is in charge of the internal
management of the module. This thread, after selfconﬁguration, repeats a cycle waiting for requests
of parameters conﬁguration from de server. Upon a
request the thread upgrades the module variables,
and comes back to listen for new conﬁgurations. The
conﬁgurations are received through a speciﬁc FIFO.
The access to the modules variables is protected by
an RT-Linux mutex because they are used by both
threads.
By means the COMEDI libraries, six input analogic channels are read, and two output channels are
writen from the acquisition system. This channels
sample signals of position, velocity and current of
both devices (master and slave). The output channels are used to send control signal to the devices.
These control signals are calculated from input signals, and user parameters.

3.2

• It allows a conection with the client interface,
through computer network using Java sockets.
• It transmits the information between the kernel module and the client.

The server is a text based application. The messages
inform the user about the server state, its operations,
etc. The conection with the client interface, uses two
Java sockets. One of them is a TCP socket, and the
other is a UDP socket. The conﬁguration parametres
are transmited by the TCP socket, and the results
are sent back by the UDP socket.
The communication between user space, and the
kernel space are made through RT-Linux FIFOS.
At the user space, the RT-Linux FIFOS are accesed
by mean C-functions. These functions are built and
assembled in a dinamic library under Linux [9].
The link between the Java and C software is implemented by means JNI libraries of Java [10]. These
libraries implements functions and data structures
which make possible the communication between C
and Java programs.
Finally, the server checks the variables that contains
data about the conection whit de client and redirects
this information between the RT – Linux module and
the remote client.
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The main function of the server is to connect the
kernel module with the user client interfaces. Therefore, the server has to be a bridge, between the other
two applications, and it has to permit the communication between those programs through a computer
network.
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Basically, the server does the following functions (ﬁg.
3):
Client

• It performs a “direct” communication with the
kernel module. This is possible because both
processes are in the same computer.

Computer
with
RT-Linux
O.S.

SERVER
Java-C
Communications.
JNI Libraries.

Client

FIGURE 3: Data server functionality.

3.3

Client Graphical User Interface

The client graphical user interface is the application
where user can introduce the conﬁguration parameters of the experiments. This application allows
to control and supervise the experiments, and save
the results. The client interface has been written
totally in Java, [11], [12], [13]. This feature allow us
executing the client in every computer, where it is
installed a Java 2 virtual machine.

Parameter

Master proportional
Master Diﬀerential
Slave proportional
Slave diﬀerential

40
0.1
90
0.1

TABLE 1: Value of the PD-controllers

In the previous sections, it has been shown that
the server and the client interface, use Java sockets
to communicate with each other. The server is listening for requests, while the client is who begins
the communications. That procedure allow users
to experiment with the physical system through a
network.
The client interface is meant to be a friendly GUI. It
is structured unsing tabs in order to access to diﬀerent conﬁguration or visualization windows (ﬁg. 4).
All experiments must be conﬁgured step by step using a form. According to the parameters that users
have chosen, the interface show new ﬁelds to ﬁll. This
method pretends to be an easy way to conﬁgure the
experiments.

FIGURE 4: Parameters page, to configure the teleoperated experiment (positionposition).

Graphical components of the cient interface are programed with the Swing libraries of Java. This package allow users to have more graphical independece
from the operating system. Thus, the apparence of
the application is similar on diﬀerent platforms.

3.4

Value

Example.

The application has been tested with a teleoperated
system. This teleoperated system is a model with
one degree of freedom (ﬁg. 1). The experimental
test carried out has proved the validity of this architecture showing optimal results.
Figures 4 and 5, shows the client interface. In the
ﬁgure 4, we can see the window where experiments
are conﬁgured. Figure 5 shows the results of the
position–position controler experiment. The control
strategy used in this experiment, has been PD controllers. The value of these regulators are shown in
the table 1.

FIGURE 5: Position signals of the devices,
teleoperated experiment (position-position)
.
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Conclusions
Work

and

Future

As conclusion, in the present work a laboratory
model for a teleoperated system with one degree of

freedom has been build. The software application
under RT-Linux has also been completed allowing
the control, analysis, and development of speciﬁc
application giving optimal results.
The new tasks to continue this work are improving
the security, the code optimization, the shared information among the diverse blocks of the application,
and more analysis features.
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